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THE TYPE III MANUFACTORY
SE´BASTIEN PALCOUX
Abstract. Using unusual objects in the theory of von Neumann alge-
bra, as the chinese game Go or the Conway game of life (generalized on
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Warning 0.1. This paper is just a first draft, it contains very few proofs.
It is possible that some propositions are false, or that some proofs are in-
complete or trivially false.
1. Introduction
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 46L36. Secondary 20F65.
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2. Recall on von Neumann algebras
Let H be an Hilbert space and A a unital ⋆-algebra of bounded operators.
Definition 2.1. The commutant A′ of A is the set of b ∈ B(H) such that,
∀a ∈ A, then [a, b] := ab− ba = 0
Definition 2.2. The weak operator topology closure A¯ of A is the set of
a ∈ B(H) such that ∃an ∈ A with (anη, ξ)→ (aη, ξ), ∀η, ξ ∈ H.
Reminder 2.3. (Bicommutant theorem) Let M be a unital ⋆-algebra,
then:
M′′ =M ⇐⇒ M¯ =M
Definition 2.4. Such a M verifying one of these equivalents properties is
called a von Neumann algebra.
Definition 2.5. The von Neumann algebra generated by a set S of bounded
operators on H is {s, s⋆ | s ∈ S}′′.
Definition 2.6. A factor is a von Neumann algebraM withM∩M′ = C.
Reminder 2.7. (Murray and von Neumann theorem) The set of all the
factors on H is a standard borelian space X and every von Neumann algebra




Reminder 2.8. (Murray and von Neumann’s classification of factors)
Let M ⊂ B(H) be a factor. We shall consider H as a representation
of M′. Thus subrepresentations of H correspond to projections in M.
If p, q ∈ M are projections, then pH and qH are unitarily equivalent as
representations of M′ iff there is a partial isometry u ∈ M between pH
and qH; thus u∗u = p and uu∗ = q. We can immediately distinguish three
mutually exclusive cases:
I. H has an irreducible subrepresentation.
II. H has no irreducible subrepresentation, but has a subrepresentation
not equivalent to any proper subrepresentation of itself.
III. H has no irreducible subrepresentation and every subrepresentation is
equivalent to some proper subrepresentation of itself.
We shall call M a factor of type I , II or III acording to the above cases.
Reminder 2.9. The type I and II corresponds to factors admitting non-
trivial trace, with only integer values on the projectors for the type I (Mn(C)
or B(H)), and non-integer values for the type II (factors generated by ICC
groups for example). On the type III, the values are only 0 or ∞.
Reminder 2.10. (Tomita-Takesaki theory) We suppose the existence of
a vector Ω (called vacuum vector) such that MΩ and M′Ω are dense in
H (ie Ω is cyclic and separating). Let S : H → H the closure of the
antilinear map: ⋆ : xΩ → x⋆Ω. Then, S admits the polar decomposition
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S = J△
1
2 with J antilinear unitary, and △
1
2 positve; so that JMJ =M′,
△itM△−it = M and σΩt (x) = △
itx△−it gives the one parameter modular
group action.
Reminder 2.11. (Radon-Nikodym theorem) Let Ω′ be another vacuum vec-
tor, then there exists a Radon-Nikodym map ut ∈ U(M), define such that
ut+s = utσ
Ω′
t (us) and σ
Ω′




t . Then, modulo Int(M), σ
Ω
t is in-
dependant of the choice of Ω, ie, there exist an intrinsic δ : R→ Out(M) =
Aut(M)/Int(M). On type I or II the modular action is internal, and so
δ trivial. It’s non-trivial for type III.
Definition 2.12. We can then define two invariants ofM, T (M) = ker(δ)
and S(M) = Sp(δ) =
⋂
Sp(△Ω) \ {0} called the Connes spectrum of M.
Reminder 2.13. (see [3]) Let M be a type III factor, then S(M) = {1},
λZ or R⋆+, and then, M is called a III0, IIIλ or III1 factor (with 0 < λ < 1
).
Reminder 2.14. A von Neumann algebra M 6= C is a type III1 factor if
the modular action σ is ergodic (i.e. fixing only the scalar operator), or iff
the cross-productM⋊σR is equal to N ⊗B(H), with N a II1 factor, called
the core of M.
Definition 2.15. Let N be a II1 factor, then its fundamental group F(N )
is the set of real numbers λ such that there is an automorphism rescaling
the trace of N ⊗B(H) by a factor λ.
Reminder 2.16. If N is the core of a III1 factor then F(N ) = R⋆+ (see
[8]).
Remark 2.17. The converse is false, see [6].
3. Play Go on a Cayley graph
Definition 3.1. Let (Γ, S) be a marked group, G its Cayley graph, ℓ(.) the
word lenght. Let E be the set {−1, 0, 1}. A finite state of G is a map
Ψ : Γ→ E with Ψ−1({−1, 1}) of finite cardinal. In analogy with the game
of Go, Ψ(g) = −1 means there is a black stone on the vertex g, Ψ(g) = 1
means a white stone and Ψ(g) = 0 means no stone.
Definition 3.2. Let Ψ be a state, a stone on g (ie Ψ(g) 6= 0) is adjacent
to another on h if ℓ(h−1g) = 1, ie there is an edge between g and h on the
Cayley graph G. A stone is connected to another if there is a sequence of
adjacent stones between them.
Definition 3.3. A cluster c is a connected component of stones with a
same color. A liberty of a cluster c is an empty vertex adjacent to c. Let
n(c) be the number of liberties. An eye of a cluster c is an empty vertex
such that every vertices adjacent to it admit a stone of the cluster c. A
cluster is immortal if it admits at least two eyes.
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Definition 3.4. We define by induction the set S of admissible states.
First of all the vacuum state Ω (i.e. Ω = Ψ with Ψ(Γ) = {0}) is admissible.
Next if Ψ is an admissible state then Bg(Ψ) and Wg(Ψ) are also admissible,
where the operation Bg (resp. Wg) grossly means ‘put a black (resp. white)
stone on the vertex g’, more precisely :
(1) if there is a stone on the vertex g (i.e. Ψ(g) 6= 0)
then Bg(Ψ) = Wg(Ψ) = Ψ,
(2) else if the vertex g is not a liberty of a cluster, then Bg(Ψ)(g) = −1,
Wg(Ψ)(g) = 1 and ∀h 6= g, Bg(Ψ)(h) = Wg(Ψ)(h) = Ψ(h),
(3) else if it’s a liberty of a cluster but not the last one and not an eye,
then we apply the rule (2).
(4) else if the vertex g is an eye of a cluster but not the only one, then
we apply the rule (1).
(5) else the vertex g is the last liberty of the clusters (ci)i∈I, then ∀i ∈
I with ci white (resp. black), ∀h ∈ ci, Wg(Ψ)(h) = Ψ(h) = 1,
Wg(Ψ)(g) = 0 (i.e. no suicide), Bg(Ψ)(h) = 0, Bg(Ψ)(g) = −1
(resp. Bg(Ψ)(h) = Ψ(h) = −1, Bg(Ψ)(g) = 0, Wg(Ψ)(h) = 0,
Wg(Ψ)(g) = 1), the others vertices are unchanged.
Remark 3.5. The set of states is countable, so is for the set of admissible
states S.
Definition 3.6. Let H be the Hilbert space ℓ2(S), then the operations Bg
and Wg on S extend into bounded operators on H.
Definition 3.7. We call Go(Γ, S) = {Bg,Wg, B⋆g ,W
⋆
g | g ∈ G}
′′ the Go von
Neumman algebra of the marked group (Γ, S).
Question 3.8. Does Go(Γ, S) depends on the choice of the generating set
S ?
Question 3.9. Go(Z) ? , Go(Zn) ?, Go(Fn) ? (with canonical generating
set)
Conjecture 3.10. Let (Γ, S) be a (non-amenable) finitely presented ICC
marked group then Go(Γ, S) is a (non-hyperfinite) III1 factor.
4. Conway’s game of life on a Cayley space
Reminder 4.1. The game of life is a cellular automaton on a tilling of R2
with square cells. Each cell admits two state: ‘alive’ or ‘death’, and admits
8 neighbours. From an initial configuration the game progress step by step
using the following rules:
• A death cell with exactly 3 alive neighbours becomes alive (birth).
• An alive cell with 2 or 3 alive neighbours remains alive, otherwise
dies.
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Remark 4.2. In fact we can build many others rules using the 8 neighbours
of a cell, changing the number of alive neighbours to remain alive etc...
We count 216 rules.
We can see this game as a particular case on Z2 of a game on a Cayley
space of any finitely presented group Γ = 〈S | R〉. We recall here the
construction of such a Cayley space using the presentation of the group,
we choose the notation n-block instead of n-cell:
Definition 4.3. Let Γn be the set of irreducible n-blocks, defined by induc-
tion:
• Γ0 = Γ.
• Γ1 := {{g, gs} | g ∈ Γ, s ∈ S}
An (n + 2)-block is a finite set a of (n+ 1)-blocks such that:
∀b ∈ a, ∀c ∈ b, ∃!b′ ∈ a such that b ∩ b′ = {c}.
Let a, a′ be n-blocks then the commutative and associative composition:
a.a′ := a△a′ = (a ∪ a′)\a ∩ a′
gives also an n-block if it’s non empty (we take n 6= 0).
Let n > 1, an n-block a′′ is called irreducible if ∀a, a′ n-blocks:
(1) a′′ = a.a′ ⇒ card(a) or card(a′) ≥ card(a′′)
(2) ∀b ∈ a′′, b is an irreducible (n− 1)-block.
• Γn+2 is the set of irreducible (n + 2)-blocks.
Note that if b ∈ Γn, we call n the dimension of b.
Definition 4.4. An n-block is called admissible if it decomposes into
irreducibles.
Example 4.5. Let Z = 〈s±1 | 〉 then a = {e, s10} is an admissible 1-block
because a = {e, s}.{s, s2}...{s9, s10}; but, b = {{e, s}, {e, s−1}, {s−1, s}} is a
non-admissible 2-block, because there is no irreducible 2-block in this case.
Remark 4.6. The graph with vertices Γ0 and edges Γ1 is the Cayley graph
G.
Remark 4.7. Let a be an n-block then a.a = ∅ and if a = {b1, .., br} then
bi = b1.b2...bi−1.bi+1...br and b1.b2...br = ∅.
Remark 4.8. Γn+1 6= ∅ iff ∃r > 1; a1, ..., ar ∈ Γn all distincts with a1...ar =
∅.
Remark 4.9. Let Γ = 〈S | R〉 be a finitely presented group,
then ∃N such that ΓN 6= ∅ and ∀n > N , Γn = ∅. In fact N ≤ card(S)
Examples 4.10. For Fr = 〈s
±1
1 , ..., s
±1
r | 〉, we have N = 1.






j , i, j = 1, ..., r〉, we have N = r.
Here an n-block (n ≤ r) is just an n-dimensional hypercube.
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Definition 4.11. Let a and b be blocks, then we say that b e a if b = a or
if b ∈ a or if ∃c ∈ a such that b e c (recursive definition).
Definition 4.12. Let n > 1 then an n-block c is connected if ∀b ⊂ c:
‘b is an n-block’ ⇒ b = c.
Definition 4.13. An n-block b is called maximal if there is no (n + 1)-
block c with b ∈ c. We note Γmax the set of maximal irreducible blocks.








2 〉, then {e, s3}
is a maximal 1-block, {{e, s1}, {s1, s1s2}, {s1s2, s2}, {s2, e}} is a maximal
2-block.
Definition 4.15. We define the action of Γ on Γn recursively:
• Γ acts on Γ0 = Γ as: ug : h→ g.h with g, h ∈ Γ.
• Action on Γn+1: ug : a → g.a = {g.b | b ∈ a} with g ∈ Γ,
a ∈ Γn+1.
Note that the action is well-defined: g.Γn = Γn, ∀g ∈ Γ.
Remark 4.16. Note that Γ acts on Γmax with finitely many orbits because
the group is finitely presented, so there are finitely many types of maximal
irreducible blocks : c˜1, ..., c˜r.
Definition 4.17. Let G be the Cayley space (or Cayley complex) i.e. the
canonical geometric realization of the blocks. Then by construction G is
tiled by the tiles c˜1, ..., c˜r. We can see G as the universal covering of a
classifying space of Γ, as Rn is the universal covering of Tn the classifying
space of Zn.
We now come back to the Conway’s game of life on the Cayley space
G:
Definition 4.18. The cells of the game on G are the irreducible maximal
block of type c˜1 or c˜2 or ... or c˜r. A cell admits two states: ‘alive’ or ‘death’.
A neighbour of a cell c is a cell c′ 6= c such that ∃g ∈ Γ with g e c and g e c′.
A cell admits finitely many neighbours, the number of neighbours depends
only of the type. Let ni be the number of neighbours of a cell of type c˜i.
Remark 4.19. We count 22n1 ...22nr rules.
Definition 4.20. A rule is called admissible if it does not contain:
‘A death cell with no alive neighbours becomes alive’
We count [2n1(2n1 − 1)]...[2nr(2nr − 1)] admissible rules.
Definition 4.21. A state of the game is a map: Ψ : Γmax → {alive, death}.
The state Ψ is called finite if Ψ−1{alive} has a finite cardinal.
Let S be the countable set of all the finite states.
Definition 4.22. Let H be the Hilbert space ℓ2(S), then an admissible rule
R extend, in general, into an unbounded operator on H.
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Definition 4.23. Let M(Γ, S, R1, ..., Rm) be the von Neumann algebra on
H generated by the finitely presented marked group (Γ, S) and the rules
(Ri).
We need to complete the definition because the operators (Ri) are un-
bounded...
Conjecture 4.24. Let Γ be a (non-amenable) finitely presented ICC group,
then it exists a finite presentation 〈S | R〉 and rules R1, ..., Rm, such that
M(Γ, S, R1, ..., Rm) is a (non-hyperfinite) III1 factor.
5. The truncated algebra of a marked group
Definition 5.1. A marked group is a group Γ with a generating set S.
Definition 5.2. Let GΓ,S be the Cayley of the marked group (Γ, S) and ℓ(.)
the word lenght (see [5] for more details).
Definition 5.3. Let (Us)s∈S be operators on H = ℓ
2(Γ) (of basis (eg)g∈Γ)
defined by Us.eg = egs, then {Us | s ∈ S}
′′ is the von Neumann algebra R(Γ)
generated by Γ and the right action on H. It’s well-known that R(Γ) is a
II1 factor iff Γ is an ICC group (ie ∀g 6= e, {hgh−1 | h ∈ Γ} is infinite).




egs if ℓ(gs) = ℓ(g) + 1
eg if ℓ(gs) 6= ℓ(g) + 1
We call T (Γ, S) = {Xs, X⋆s | s ∈ S}
′′ the truncated von Neumann algebra
of the marked group (Γ, S).
Question 5.5. Does T (Γ, S) depends on the choice of the generating set
S ?
Remark 5.6. X⋆s .eg =
{
egs−1 if ℓ(gs) = ℓ(g)− 1




− Id = Us, and R(Γ) ⊂ T (Γ, S).
Question 5.7. Does T (Γ, S) is a factor ? type ? If type III, ok with the
topic.
If type II1, does R(Γ) ⊂ T (Γ, S) is a finite index subfactor ?
6. Action of free groups on the circle
Definition 6.1. Let s, rθ : R/Z → R/Z, defined by s(x) = x2 (choosing
representatives in [0, 1[) and rθ(x) = x+ θ. Now, identifying R/Z and S
1,
we define the action α of F2 = 〈a, b| 〉, generated by α(a) = s and α(b) = rθ
in Homeo(S1).
Lemma 6.2. If θ is transcendantal, the action α is faithful.
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Proof. A relation sn1rm1θ ...s
nkrmkθ = e can be translated into an algebraic
equation in x and θ, which θ has to be a root ∀x. Then, if θ is transcen-
dantal, we are sure that there is no relation. 
Remark 6.3. For a fixed transcendantal θ, each non-trivial relations can be
realized for at most finitely many x ∈ R/Z, ie roots of the related algebraic
equation.
Theorem 6.4. M = L∞(S1, Leb)⋊αF2 is a non-hyperfinite type III factor.
Proof. The action α of F2 on S
1 is:
(a) Measure class preserving: the set of null measure subspaces is in-
variant.
(b) Free: a fixed point set for γ 6= e is at most finite, so with null
measure.
(c) Properly ergodic: ergodicity comes from irrationnal rotation, next,
every F2-orbit have null measure.
(d) Non-amenable: by Connes-Feldman-Weiss [2], if such an action is
amenable, there exist a transformation T of S1, such that ∀x ∈ S1
up to a null set, F2.x = T
Z.x. Then, it exists n ∈ Z and γ ∈ F2,
such that a.x = T n.x and T.x = γ.x. So, a.x = γn.x and x is in the
null set of algebraics with θ.
(e) Non equivalent measure preserving: by ergodicity, an equivalent in-
variant measure m is proportionnal to Leb. Then m([1/4, 1/2]) =
2m([1/16, 1/4]), and by α(a) invariance,m([1/4, 1/2]) = m([1/16, 1/4]).
In fact, the only invariant measure are 0 or ∞.
(a), (b), (c) give a factor, (d) gives non-hyperfinite, (e) gives a type III. 
Remark 6.5. See [1] for groups acting on S1 without preserving finite
measure.
Exercice 6.6. Extend the faithful action α to a faithful action of Fn on
the circle, satifying the condition (a), (b), ...(e) of the previous theorem.
Corollary 6.7. M = L∞(S1, Leb)⋊αFn is a non-hyperfinite type III factor.
Question 6.8. Let Γ be non-amenable ICC group. Does they exist a faithful
action of Γ on the circle, satifying the condition (a), (b), ...(e) ?
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